# WEAREYP

Hawaii's largest young professional program. Est. 2011 by the Chamber of Commerce Hawaii.

**MENTOR HAWAII**
Annual mentorship program that pairs qualified YP members with Hawaii’s respected business leaders for one-on-one mentorship.

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CLASSES**
Monthly classes on topics to support advancement in the workforce by industry experts.

**EXEC CONNECT**
Monthly talk-story luncheons with Hawaii’s C-suite and top business leaders.

**SYNERGY SYMPOSIUM**
All of the YP’s popular programs combined into a one-day leadership conference

**BOOTS TO SUITS**
A mentorship program to help veterans transition from the military to the Hawaii business workforce.

**NETWORKING EVENTS**
Pau hanas, business field trips, afternoon networking, new member orientations, clinics + workshops, fun group activities, and YP signature events to connect and develop valuable business and personal networks.

**COMMUNITY CONNECT**
Bi-annual event to connect with local non-profits about opportunities to serve on their boards and/or committees, while gaining valuable leadership experience.

**ASPIRE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM**
A cohort-based professional development program, designed especially for young women leaders.

**CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PROGRAMMING**
Invitations and/or discounted YP member access to Chamber of Commerce events and resources.

**Program Highlights**

- **Mentor Hawaii**: 19 YP Members awarded Pacific Business News’ “40 Under 40”.
- **Hawaii’s C-Suite**: Opportunities to connect with and gain mentorship from top executives.
- **Professional Development**: Monthly classes and other resources to support career advancement.
- **Community Engagement**: Exclusive opportunities for community engagement, stewardship and advocacy.
- **Events & Networking**: Over 45 signature and professional events to connect with + 1,400 attendees, plus access to Chamber events.
- **Volunteer-Driven**: Ten program committees, driving + 5,000 hours, valued at + $ 350,000 annually.

**Contact:**
AYAKA HONG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (808) 380-2610 AHONG@COCHAWII.ORG COCHAWII.ORG/YPPROGRAM